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File Viewer Picsel

Excel spreadsheets appear, even on the smallest devices, in landscape or portrait form ... need,and pan to the section of interest. Application. File Viewer. Picsel. 
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Picsel File Viewer Product Information Sheet



Picsel File Viewer is a revolutionary product for document viewing on thin-client computing platforms. Its leading edge ePAGE technology allows you to view documents on your hand-held computer without any file-conversion or loss of content. Users gain continuous access to their wide range of content on small devices and OEMs ship more consumer units with Picsel File Viewer installed.



Read MS Word documents from email attachments or copied from desktop computers in full detail with pictures, fonts, tables, page layout, etc. No conversion, no confusion, no waiting. All documents can be manipulated in File Viewer consistently and easily.



MS PowerPoint presentations and Excel spreadsheets appear, even on the smallest devices, in landscape or portrait form as desired. Zoom to see the detail you need,and pan to the section of interest.



Memory-efficient, integrated ePAGE Architecture Document Agents Layout Acrobat PDF documents are displayed perfectly, with embedded TrueType and Type1 fonts, photographs, diagrams and all kinds of text. The documents can be panned and zoomed to any size or position interactively and easily.



Sharp Zaurus, Linux



is Picsel's ePAGE document



Quick Render



rendering architecture used at the core of File Viewer. It quickly delivers content such as Microsoft Word and PowerPoint documents, HTML pages, PDF documents and still images to a wide range of handheld and wireless devices running Symbian OS, Linux, PalmOS, Pocket PC and other operating systems. Not only are the integrity of formatting and layout preserved, but fonts and diagrams are shown faithfully. Viewing is supported by easy-to-use panning and zooming which allows people to see the information they want, on screens as small as QCIF, or as large as SVGA. Now users can review, manipulate and reply to e-mails with attached documents while on the road, instead of waiting to download the files to a PC.



Font Engine Application HTML and other files are shown with tables, forms and images. Links between stored pages can be followed to any recognised document type, making a full on-board document management system possible.



Multi-Platform support ensures the widest range of form-factors including PDAs and web-tablets. Picsel File Viewer works with operating systems including SymbianOS, Linux, Pocket PC and PalmOS. The small memory footprint and efficient CPU usage make it ideal for mass-market devices without network access.



Picsel offers further products for browsing and messaging, while File Viewer also integrates easily with existing applications. Compaq iPAQ, Pocket PC



Almost any hardware configuration can support Picsel File Viewer.



Sendo Z100, Windows SmartPhone



Nokia 9210, SymbianOS



Rotate the screen display between landscape and portrait, to get the best view of your document.



Favourite Documents remembered for ease of use, with thumbnail images and viewing information.



Using one document pipeline, one user interface, and the original un-converted content, Picsel File Viewer achieves a more effective document viewing experience than any other product. Users can understand its consistency, and system integrators can relish its compactness.



View Stored Files with the built in folder explorer.



Picsel File Viewer weighs in at less than 2Mb, even including its wide range of file formats. Picsel File Viewer integrates smoothly with existing applications, becoming the default handler application for relevant file types.



File Viewer can open: HTML pages with frames, images, links, etc. PDF documents with multiple pages, embedded fonts, text and diagrams. The Picsel File Viewer Carousel



MS Word, PowerPoint and Excel documents with tables, columns, bullets, images, and more. JPEG, PNG, BMP, GIF bitmap images in colour or black and white. Supporting formats including Text and CSV files, WMF and EMF diagrams.



End-user options make Picsel File Viewer more personal and quicker to use.



Picsel’s powerful Font Engine renders text faithfully and quickly from TrueType and PostScript fonts, supplied in advance or embedded in documents and including both Western and Asian characters.



Zoom to any size, to get an overview or study the calligraphy, on any document.



Sub-Pixel Anti-Aliasing increases the visible screen resolution in software using intermediate pixel colours for all content including text and graphics.



Language packs and fonts are available on demand to support relevant regions without unnecessary installations on all devices.



Enhanced Quick-Rendering gives the best user experience while zooming and panning, even on the smallest devices, using an appropriate quality image at each stage.



Copyright Picsel July 2002, All Rights Reserved. This document carries no warranty, and does not form part of any contract. Head Office & Europe Picsel Technologies Ltd, Titanium House, Braehead Business Park, King's Inch Road, Glasgow G51 4BP, Great Britain Tel: +44 141 885 5588 http://www.picsel.com/



Asia Pacific Office Picsel Technologies K.K. Level 18, Yebisu Garden Place Tower 4-20-3, Ebisu, Shibuya-Ku, Tokyo 150-6018, Japan Tel: +81 3 5789 5760



US and Canada Office Picsel Technologies Inc. 228 Hamilton Avenue, Suite 319 Palo Alto, California 94301, USA Tel. +1 650 798 5177
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Form Viewer 

10 juil. 2019 - 5928 Pratt loamy fine sand, 1 to 5 percent slopes. 153.36. 57.4%. IIIe. IIe. 29. 5941 PrattTivoli loamy fine sands, 5 to 15 percent slopes. 71.58.
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Form Viewer 

11 juin 2018 - Clinton silt loam, 5 to 9 percent slopes, eroded. 31.30. 27.9%. IIIe. 69. 60. 60. 80B. Clinton silt loam, 2 to 5 percent slopes. 20.40. 18.2%. IIe. 80.
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Form Viewer 

State: Missouri. Lewis. County: 17-62N-9W. Location: Township: Reddish. Acres: 48.8. Date: 10/1/2018. Soils data provided by USDA and NRCS. Soils Map.
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Form Viewer 

10 juil. 2019 - 1982 Valent fine sand, 5 to 20 percent slopes. 312.70. 51.4%. VIIe. VIe. 11. 5941 PrattTivoli loamy fine sands, 5 to 15 percent slopes. 246.11.
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iPad Viewer 

Table of contents. Topic 1 ... What is the key function of a comprehensive security policy? ... Answer: A. Explanation: Developing a strong security policy helps to protect your resources only if all staff ...... Periodic re-tuning is required when t
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Form Viewer 

State: Washington. Walla Walla. County: 5-7N-38E. Location: Township: Waitsburg. Acres: 23.93. Date: 10/22/2018. Soils data provided by USDA and NRCS.
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Mini-Viewer Print - PY5SG 

0.5 dB max. Frequency coverage: 80m. 3.5-4.0 MHz. 40m. 7.0-7.5 MHz. 30m. 10.0â€“10.5 MHz. 20m. 14.0â€“14.5 MHz. 17m. 18.0â€“18.5 MHz. 15m. 21.0â€“21.5 MHz.
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iPad Viewer .fr 

PDF created with pdfFactory Pro trial version www.pdffactory.com. Page 2. Leading the way in IT testing and certification tools, www.testking.com ...... VirtualCenter 2 now features over 110 privileges applicable to 13 objects and 8 standard.
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Integrated Performance Viewer .fr 

WebSphere. WebSphere. Admin DB. DMZ. Network? Firewall? Database? Hardware? Backend? Application. Design? EJBs? Scaling? Dispatcher? Application.
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Integrated Performance Viewer .fr 

Admin DB. DMZ. EJB. Persistence. HTTP. Client. Trade. JSPs. Joe, in action! EJB. Access Beans. Trade. Database. Profile. CMP. Holding. CMP. Account. CMP.
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Mini-Viewer Print 

3- REM. --DIST. (R). 4= MAGN. COURSE. 5= AV. SPEED (1) information on page 1, lower line, right. = time in flight. = precision altimeter. = remaining distance.
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AdobeÂ® SVG Viewer - Interval.cz 

Unsupported attriutes: glyph-name, han. . 2.0. . 2.0. . 1.0. Supports GIF (unanimated), JPEG, PNG, and. SVG (static only) images.
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CHuMI Viewer: Compressive Huge Mesh 

May 4, 2009 - +33472448064. Email addresses: [email protected] (ClÃ©ment Jamin), .... requiring 57% more memory than an index triangle list, it al-.
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CHuMI Viewer: Compressive Huge Mesh 

May 4, 2009 - +33472448064. Email addresses: [email protected] (ClÃ©ment Jamin), .... requiring 57% more memory than an index triangle list, it al-.
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Registry Viewer - Zenk - Security - Repository 

Windows interface. For forensic work, registry files are particularly useful because they can contain the following important information: â€¢ Usernames and ...
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Zacks (2003) Imagined viewer and object rotations 

representation that will answer the question at hand; this process may be ... Fifth, one must implement this transformation and update the mental image. Finally ... particular, imagined movements of body parts may play an important role in many spati
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Team File League File International File 1 2 3 

The game checks in \Data\Team\ for a file with the name. Newcastle.txt. If it can not be found, the game creates a team called Newcastle for the UEFA Cup or.
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Open file 

shouldn't similar processes lead to change in organizations? The answer is .... Endogenous focus: Formulate a dynamic hypothesis that explains the dynamics as ..... By specifying how the system is structured and the rules of interac- tion (the ...
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PDF file 

which describe the Gaussian model of its shape : M is the total intensity mass of the fe ..... The first energy UI will force pointer ficlds to build focal paths of high global intensit ..... Estimation of binary randon Markov ficld, University of Wa
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Output file 

Unable to decide on the location of the new capital, the King of Valeria sends out his messengers with another decree: the village to be named New Shilina must ...
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Tobii Dynavox Gaze Viewer Manuel de l'utilisateur AWS 

Tout Eye tracker de Tobii Dynavox ou Tobii Tech prenant en charge le logiciel de base Tobii Eye Tracking. ConsidÃ©rations et remarques supplÃ©mentaires. Pour l'activation de la licence, une connexion Internet est nÃ©cessaire. Logiciel de base Tobii E
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PDF file 

The images are very noisy and have a strong luminosity gradient. Defects are identiï¬�ed with intensity valleys. First we present a Bayes-Markov model in order to ...
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readme file 

EGG visualisation and convention. For the analysis purpose, you should specify the convention used for your EGG signal: either presented as a vocal-fold ...
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File - Machineratingsmatrix.htm 

Mar 7, 2008 - To: [email protected]. Subjective Rife Machine Ratings for Lyme. V.1.3. Machine. Effectiveness for Lyme. (1-10, 10= most effective). Ease of use.
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